
Lines and Shapes

Line and Shapes are 
important Elements of Art!



Line and shape should be used to 
your advantage in a photographic 

! In geometry line is a one 
dimensional series of points.

! Several lines are required to make 
a three dimensional shape.

! You could think of line as an edge 
or border of a shape.



Moholy- Nagy



Paul Strand, 1915, Abstraction Bowls



Lines in your photograph 
can be straight

Charles Sheeler, 1932, Industry



bent or curved

Paul Outerbridge, 1923, Jello



Paul Strand, 1920, Wire Wheel



or zig zag..extra credit!



Lines and shapes can 
suggest moods

Edward Weston, 1941, Gulf Oil Port Arthur



Create rhythum

Akeley Camera, 1922, New York



patterns

Paul Strand, 1967, The Docks Constanta Rumania



or indicate directions

Charles Rotkin, 1949, Clover leaf intersection, new Jersey



A line does not have to be real, in 
drawing there is such a thing as an 

implied line.

Paul Strand, 1915, Porch Shadows, Abstractions



Objects that are at all the same 
height ,like a row of fence posts 

suggest line.

Paul Strand, 1916, The White Fence



You can use lines to show 
structure like a grid.

Paul Outerbridge, Advertisement



Converging lines imply perspective, 
and lead your eye into the picture.



Places to look for lines

! Telephone poles
! Buildings
! Wheels
! Trees
! Sidewalks
! Streets
! Tennis courts
! Playgrounds



Lines and shapes are 
everywhere



Place your subject carefully.

!Watch your edges
"Make sure there is nothing  

distracting in your picture
"Pay attention 
Work slowly 
 This is a study in composition



The Nine Zone Grid

 Looks static

Looks 
grounded

Looks top heavy

A 

Weighting 
at the sides 

suggests 
movement

Think about which Zone is dominant , this is called weighting.
If you place your subject where lines cross the effect is often pleasing



Check each area of the photograph and be sure 
that each zone is adding to not taking away from 

the effect you want to achieve.

Paul Strand



Each zone need not be different, some may be 
the same.

Paul Strand, 1963, Oil Refinery



Trolley, New Orleans





Paul Strand, 1936, Village, Gaspe



Paul Strand, 1915/16, Central Park, New York



Paul Strand, 1915, Wall Street



Paul Strand, 1924, The Court






















